Benchmarks
With the exception of Andrew Bartlett‘s brilliant essay on the originary theology of the
Son, a companion piece to his “Three Affirmations of the Being of God” in Anthropoetics 13,
2, this issue focuses on in-depth literary analysis. Ian Dennis provides a rich application of
originary thinking to historical analysis in his study of the victimary evolution of Crabbe’s
18th-century poem “Peter Grimes” into Britten’s 20th-century opera. Andrew’s and Ian’s
articles were both drawn from papers delivered at last June’s GA Summer Conference at
Chapman University on the theme of “Esthetic History and the Knowledge of the Human.”
Bob Hudson, a newcomer to Anthropoetics, advances an ambitious originary theory of lyric
in his discussion of the earliest French sonnets. Scott Sprenger, Bob’s senior colleague at
BYU, who has previously published two Anthropoetics articles on Balzac, gives us a
provocative analysis of Prosper Mérimée’s late story, “Lokis.” And Matthew Taylor, known
to Anthropoetics readers for his astute observation of Japanese society, returns to his
professional specialty with a stimulating Girardian analysis of Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park.
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